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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present TKB48’s methods and submitted runs for
the TREC Conversational Assistance Track of Y3. We incorporated
dense retrieval methods into the conversational task. We leveraged
a Dual-encoder structure[2] to encode the user’s utterance together
with the conversation context and each document of the corpus
into dense vector representation. After embedding we computed
their relevance score by the dot product of the dense vectors. Our
four submitted runs show an competitive performance compared to
a sparse retrieval model. In addition to the submitted runs, we fur-
ther conducted experiments and created two unofficial runs, which
followed ConvDR’s [29] strategy and trained the conversational
dense retrieval model and performed inference on CAsT21 dataset.
The results of these two unofficial runs show an effective use of
multiple loss functions for conversational search.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the development of natural language processing technologies
and intelligent mobile devices (like Apple Siri on iPhone, Amazon
Echo, etc.), intelligent conversational assistants have played an es-
sential role in people’s everyday lives by assisting users with various
tasks through spoken or text dialogues. Along with this trend, the
IR community also pay strong attention to such research and thus
dialogue system aiming to satisfy users’ information needs and per-
form conversational information seeking (CIS), e.g., conversational
search comes out and becomes one of the most noticeable research
areas in IR [4, 7]. Conversational Assistance Track (CAsT) of TREC
held from 2019 is an initiative to facilitate conversational informa-
tion seeking research and aims to create a large-scale reusable test
collection for conversational search systems [7]. This year has been
the third year of this track, and a large number of excellent stud-
ies have shown up during the last two years and made significant
progress for conversational search research [6, 7].

CAsT defines conversational search as a retrieval task in a con-
versational context [7]. The primary initial focus is on system un-
derstanding of information needs in a conversational format and
finding relevant responses. In conversational search, users’ utter-
ances are usually ambiguous with various linguistic phenomena
including anaphora, ellipsis, etc. [25]. For the previous two years’
task, the proposed studies mainly leveraged a multi-stage pipeline
framework for such conversational search task [17], including 1)
conversational query reformulation and rewriting [16, 25], 2) first-
stage retrieval using traditional IR models like BM25, 3) reranking
with a fine-tuned neural language model. By query reformulation

or rewriting, the ambiguous utterances of users are reformulated
and rewritten to decontextualized queries with omitted information
supplemented and thus can be directly processed by a search en-
gine. While such methods have been proven to be very effective in
previous TREC overview [6, 7], they still have some unsolved prob-
lems. First, a multi-stage pipeline framework comprises multiple
pre-trained transformer-based language models for conversational
query rewriting (GPT-2, BART, T5, etc.) and reranking (BERT, AL-
BERT, T5, etc.) and thus spend a long time for inferencing. Second,
although such methods leverage conversational query rewriting
to decontextualize ambiguous utterances, they still stay on the lex-
ical level of query understanding and cannot resolve vocabulary
mismatching problems [29]. Finally, such methods serve query un-
derstanding and retrieval as individual stages and optimize them
separately, which may be stuck into a local optimum rather than
achieve the global optimum for the whole task [15].

In recent years dense retrieval technologies have developed
rapidly and provided a novel way for resolving IR tasks. It has
achieved remarkable processes in QA and ad hoc retrieval [12, 27].
Such a system usually adopts a Dual-encoder structure which in-
cludes a query encoder that encodes queries into high-dimension
dense vectors and a document encoder that encodes each document
of the corpus into dense vectors of the same high-dimension vector
space. The relevant score is then computed as the dot product or
cosine similarity of the query embedding and document embed-
ding. Such a dense retrieval method can directly learn the encoder
model for query understanding and relevant document retrieving
end-to-end [12]. By embedding the query into a dense vector, it
performs query understanding at a semantic level and thus avoids
the problem of vocabulary mismatching. This paper also tries in-
corporating dense retrieval technologies into conversational search
to better capture users’ information needs.

This paper describes our work for TREC CAsT track year 3. Our
approach incorporates dense retrieval techniques into the conver-
sational search for the task. We encode the user’s current utterance
with conversation contexts into a dense vector representation. After
that, we retrieve and compute relevance score by computing the
dot product of query embedding and document embedding, which
is computed in previous instead of based on bag-of-words repre-
sentation and TF-IDF score, in order to better understand user’s
information needs on a semantic level and avoid vocabulary mis-
matching problem. The rest of this paper presents our methodology
and experiments results for the task.
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2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Conversational Search
Research on the conversational search and interactive informa-
tion retrieval has been conducted since the 1980s [1, 3]. Recently,
Radlinski and Craswell [23] proposed a theoretical framework for
conversational search, which has presented a theory and model of
information interaction in a chat setting and designed some basic
formulas and attributes of the conversational system. Zhang [30]
proposed a unified conversational search/recommendation frame-
work and trained a Multi-Memory Network that accomplished
it. Trippas [24] conducted a laboratory-based observational study
and concluded that the spoken conversational search paradigm is
much more complex and interactive. From 2019, TREC started Con-
versational Assistance Track (CAsT) [6, 7] which aims to create a
reusable benchmark for open-domain information-centric conversa-
tion dialogues. Most previous studies leveraged transformer-based
pre-trained language models for query rewriting in order to rewrite
and decontextualize the user‘s current turn’s utterance and degen-
erate the conversational search task to ad hoc information retrieval
task [17]. Lin [16] presented an empirical study of conversational
question reformulation with sequence-to-sequence architectures
and pre-trained language models. Vakulenko [25] addressed the
conversational QA task by decomposing it into question rewriting
and question answering subtasks and employing a unidirectional
Transformer decoder [22] for both encoding the input sequence
and decoding the output sequence. Besides the methods of treat-
ing the query rewriting task as a sequence-to-sequence task, [26]
modeled the query resolution task as a binary term classification
problem and proposed a neural query resolution model based on
bidirectional transformers for the task. Yang [28] proposed both a
rule-based method and a pre-trained language model-based method
to extract knowledge from historical dialogues. These studies pro-
posed various methods for query rewriting, while none of them
solved the vocabulary mismatching problem, which is significant
in conversational search.

2.2 Dense Retrieval
With the development of deep learning, various neural ranking
models have come up over the past few years like DRMM [10],
KNRM [5] and Duet [18]. Such models embed queries and docu-
ments into a learned dense vector space and directory compute
their relevance by modeling local interactions of their vector repre-
sentations. In recent years with the development of pre-trained lan-
guage models like ELMo [20], and BERT [9], many dense retrieval
methods fine-tuning pre-trained language models for estimating
relevance emerged and made significant progress in various IR
tasks. Khattab [13] presents a novel ranking model ColBERT that
adapts BERT for efficient retrieval by introducing a late interaction
architecture. Karpukhin [12] proposed the DPR model, which lever-
aged BERT pre-trained model and a dual-encoder [2] architecture
for open-domain question answering tasks. Xiong [27] proposed
ANCE, which is a novel approximate nearest neighbor negative
contrastive learning mechanism that selects hard training negatives
globally from the entire corpus using an asynchronously updated
ANN index for passage index.

Not only in ad hoc IR tasks, but dense retrieval has also emerged
in recent years‘ conversational search research. Lin [15] adopt a
Dual-encoder model and propose to teach a pre-trained standalone
query encoder to encode each user utterance alone with its conver-
sational context into contextualized query embeddings for dense
retrieval serving the scenario of conversational search. Yu [29]
presented a conversational dense retrieval system that learns con-
textualized embeddings for multi-turn conversational queries and
retrieves documents solely using embedding dot products. Such
methods embedded users’ utterances and the conversation context
into dense vector representations, thus resolving the vocabulary
mismatching problem and better understanding users‘ informa-
tion needs on a semantic level. This paper also leverages the dense
retrieval method in the conversational search task.

3 METHODOLOGY
For this year’s CAsT track, we leveraged dense retrieval for the
conversational search task. We submitted four runs, including three
runs using manual rewritten utterances and one run using auto-
matic rewritten utterances. Our system adopted a Siamese/Dual
Encoder structure[2] for the passage and query embedding and
relevant passage retrieval. The following section describes our dual-
encoder dense retrieval system and runs we created.

3.1 Dual-encoder Dense Retrieval
To perform dense retrieval, usually, there are two separate encoders
for both the query embedding and passage embedding, which con-
structs a Dual-encoder structure [12, 27]. The goal of the passage
encoder is to map each passage in the corpus to a d-dimensional
dense vector of a continuous vector space and then build an ap-
proximate nearest neighbor index for relevant passage searching
[27]. After embedding the corpus and building the ANN index, the
query encoder maps each query into a d-dimensional dense vector
of the same continuous vector space where the similarity of the
query and the passage can be computed easily by the Euclidean
distance or dot product of their vector representation:

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑞, 𝑝) = 𝐸𝑄 (𝑞)𝑇 𝐸𝑃 (𝑝) (1)

For the conversational task, the input of the query encoder is the
user’s current utterance and the conversation history since the
user’s information need usually depends on the whole conversa-
tion context and may have some omitted information appearing in
the previous turn’s utterance. At the same time, the passages are
directly encoded by the passage encoder, which is the same as ad
hoc IR task since the information represented by the dense vector
will not be changed either for ad hoc task or conversational search
task:

𝐸𝑄 (𝑞) = 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝑢0 ⊕ 𝑢1 ⊕ ... ⊕ 𝑢𝑐𝑢𝑟 ) (2)
𝐸𝑃 (𝑝) = 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝑝) (3)

For four submitted runs, we adopt the DPR [12] model as our query
encoder and passage encoder and Faiss [11] to build the ANN index.
We adopted Pyserini [14] for constructing the whole system.

3.2 Runs
We submitted four runs produced by our system for this year’s task.
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sparse_manual. this run was produced using the traditional
sparse retrieval method and the manual rewritten utterances. We
adopted Pyserini’s default BM25 setting to construct the searcher
and retrieved the top 1000 results for each turn of each topic.

dense_manual. This run was produced using our constructed bi-
encoder dense retrieval system and the manual rewritten utterances.
We adopted Pyserini’s build-in DPR document encoder setting for
embedding and constructing the ANN index and constructing the
dense searcher based on the DPR query encoder provided by Py-
serini. Like the sparse_manual run, we also retrieved the top 1000
results for each turn of each topic.

hybrid_manual. For this run, we adopted the hybrid search
method [14] provided by Pyserini, which searches the corpus us-
ing sparse retrieval and dense retrieval and performs weighted
interpolation on the individual results to arrive at a final ranking.

bm25_automatic. For this run, we used the automatic rewritten
utterance and searched the top 1000 results using the same sparse
retrieval setting as sparse_manual.

3.3 Datasets
TREC CAsT 2021 dataset. The text collection of this‘ years task
is similar to previous years [8], while in this year, document col-
lections are used instead of passage collection. The text collection
is a combination of three data sources, including KILT [21] which
is a benchmark for knowledge-intensive language tasks that are
grounded in the same snapshot of Wikipedia, MS MARCO Docu-
ment Ranking data [19], and TREC Washington Post V4 (WaPo V4).
The detailed statics of each data source can be seen in Table 1.

Each document of the collection was split into passage segmen-
tation using tools in the TREC CAsT tools repository with fixed
sentence boundaries. Duplicate handing was performed on WaPo
V4 and MS MARCO in order to remove duplicates in the corpus.
The test topics are the same with Y1 [8], which includes raw ut-
terances, utterances rewritten using automatic query rewriter, and
utterances rewritten manually by a human. For Y3, a canonical
document and text passage from the document is also provided as
context for each turn.

3.4 Experiment Setup
Document Embedding. In order to perform dense retrieval for
the task, first, it needs to embed each document of the text collection
into a continuous dense vector representation to construct an ANN
index. We adopt Pyserini‘s built-in DPR document encoder for the
four submitted runs to do this job. To accelerate the document
embedding process, we divided the whole corpus into four shards,
embedded them individually, and merged them into the final results
for constructing the ANN index.

Indexing. After the document embedding process, the ANN
index was constructed above the embedded dense vector using Faiss.
For the submitted four runs, the whole progress of the document
embedding process in shard, merging the sub results, and indexing
was directly performed using Pyserini‘s dindex command. It should
be noted that we also constructed a spare index using Pyserini‘s
index command for sparse retrieval and hybrid retrieval.

DocumentRetrieval andRanking. We used Pyserini’s search-
ing API for both sparse retrieval and dense retrieval. We searched

top1000 results for each query on a pre-constructed sparse index for
sparse runs. We used the same encoder setting for dense runs, e.g.,
Pyserini’s built-in DPR encoder for query embedding, and searched
top1000 results on constructed ANN index. For the hybrid run, we
initiated the hybrid searcher using the same setting with sparse
retrieval and dense retrieval to search results in both ways and
perform the fusion.

4 RESULTS
The results of submitted runs can be seen in Table 2. The evaluation
metrics are ndcg@3, ndcg@5, ndcg@500, and ap@500. We com-
pared the results of our submitted runs with the median of each
metric across all submitted runs of participants.

The table shows that when considering precision-oriented met-
rics, namely ndcg@3 and ndcg@5, using a hybrid retrieval method
that combines results from sparse retrieval and dense retrieval
achieves the best performance among all three manual runs. While
for recall-oriented metrics like ndcg@500 and ap@500, the sparse
retrieval method outperforms all other methods either purely based
on dense retrieval or in a hybrid way.

When comparing to the median score of all submitted runs, all of
our submitted runs perform worse than the baseline for each metric.
It may be because we used the default setting for both sparse and
dense retrieval models, and did not optimize them to fit the specific
task. We used the default Pyserini’s built-in DPR encoder trained
for QA tasks for the dense retrieval method. We did not fine-tune
it for our conversational passage retrieval so that it could learn to
better understand the task and performs well.

5 UNOFFICIAL RUNS
5.1 Method
In addition to the submitted runs, we developed two unofficial
runs. We followed the ConvDR [29] teacher-student framework to
train the conversational query encoder with an ad-hoc teacher. we
then fine-tuned it using CAsT21’s datasets. Similar to ConvDR’s
experiments on CAsT20, we fixed the document embedding com-
puted from the ANCE checkpoint. At the same time, for training
the ConvDR query encoder, we used BM25 to sample negative pas-
sages and generate the training data instead of ANCE, which is
used in ConvDR’s experiment, to better fit the document corpus of
CAsT21. In ConvDR, they proposed a teacher-student framework
that use ad hoc query encoder ANCE as the teacher to train their
conversational query encoder with MSE loss in order to solve the
relevance-oriented supervision signals limitation in conversational
search task, which is represented as below:

𝐸𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 (𝑞∗) = 𝐴𝑑𝐻𝑜𝑐𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝑞∗) (4)
L𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 (𝐸𝑄 (𝑞), 𝐸𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 (𝑞∗)) (5)

Given the query embedding 𝐸𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 (𝑞∗) obtained from an ad hoc
dense retrieval encoder 𝐸𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 on manual oracle query 𝑞∗, the
conversational query encoder 𝐸𝑄 is trained by computing the MSE
loss between the conversational query embedding 𝐸𝑄 (𝑞) and the
manual oracle embedding 𝐸𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 (𝑞∗). In this paper, we followed
ConvDR’s strategy of using ANCE as the ad hoc teacher. Besides
training on MSE loss, ConvDR also proposed to combine it with the
NLL loss, which is to optimize the model to learn retrieval-oriented
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Table 1: Text Collection Info

datasource contents

KILT Approximately 5 Million articles
MS MARCO Document Ranking 3.2 million documents from Bing search

WaPo V4 728,626 news articles from the WaPo from 2012-2020

Table 2: Results of Submitted Runs

run ndcg_cut_3 ndcg_cut_5 ndcg_cut_500 ap_cut_500

dense_manual 0.4172 0.4032 0.4277 0.1832
sparse_manual 0.4069 0.3981 0.5103 0.2580
hybrid_manual 0.4380 0.4237 0.4670 0.2024
bm25_automatic 0.3174 0.3072 0.4049 0.1885

median 0.5547 0.5503 0.6120 0.3714

representations:

L𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝐸𝑄 (𝑞) · 𝐸𝑝 (𝑝+))

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝐸𝑄 (𝑞) · 𝐸𝑝 (𝑝+) +
∑
𝑝−∈𝑃− 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝐸𝑄 (𝑞) · 𝐸𝑝 (𝑝−))

(6)

which was proved effective for supervised-learning settings when
there were enough training data while degrading the performance
for a few-shot setting. Differing from what ConvDR has done, in
this paper, we trained the model not by combining the NLL loss
and MSE loss as multi-task learning but by first training the ANCE
checkpoint using NLL loss and then doing thewarm-up and training
it using KD loss, namely in a sequential way. We found that by
training the ConvDR model in this way it could better learn from
both the NLL loss and MSE loss and thus improve its ability to
retrieve relevant documents. The results of these two unofficial
runs show that we can achieve better performance by performing
training in this way.

5.2 Runs
ConvDR_KD. This run was created using raw utterances and our
trained ConvDR model on CAsT21, which is trained following the
ConvDR’s original strategy that adopted ANCE as ad hoc teacher
and trained the model with KD Loss.

ConvDR_SEQ. This run was created using the ConvDR model
that first trained using NLL Loss as initialization and then did the
warm-up using OR-QuAC and trained using KD loss as ConvDR_KD.

5.3 Experiments
For ConvDR_KD and KD-Loss training part of ConvDR_SEQ, we
started from the ANCE checkpoint and first warmed it up using
OR-QuAC, after which we continued to train it using KD-Loss and
set ANCE as the ad hoc teacher following ConvDR’s strategy. For
ConvDR_SEQ, the ANCE checkpoint was directly trained with NLL-
Loss, and BM25 sampled negative samples. The intermediate model
was then warmed up with OR-QuAC and fine-tuned with KD-Loss.
For NLL-Loss, we did the negative sampling using BM25 to create
the training data, which differs fromConvDR’s original experiments

that used ANCE. In our experiments, the BM25 negative sampling
usually performed better than ANCE.

For document embedding, We followed ConvDR’s setting that
used ANCE to embed the document and fixed it for the two unoffi-
cial runs. Due to memory limitation, we separated the whole corpus
into two parts and embedded them separately. When searching,
we searched the separated ANN index individually and performed
interpolation fusion using Pyserini to get the final result.

The results of unofficial runs are in Table 3.The results of each of
the two parts of the whole collection were evaluated separately, as
well as a fused one of these two sub results, which represented the
general performance. The evaluation metrics included nDCG@3
and MRR. The first row represents the results of ConvDR_KD that
was trained only using KD-Loss.The second row represents results
of ConvDR_SEQ that was first trained using NLL-loss followed
by the warm-up and KD-Loss. The third row is the offical convdr
run org_convdr that used the ConvDR model trained on CAsT20
with KD loss. From the table, it can be seen that ConvDR_SEQ
outperformed ConvDR_KD with 27.7% improving on nDCG@3 and
14.6% on MRR for CAsT21 and achieved a competitive performance
with resepect to the official run on nDCG@3 and outperformed
on MRR, which demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed
approach.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we focused on incorporating dense retrieval meth-
ods into conversational search tasks. Dense retrieval can embed
both query and document into the same continuous vector space
and computed their similarity as the distance between two vectors,
which could better understand the contents in semantic level and
avoid vocabulary mismatching problems, thus potentially outper-
forming the traditional sparse method. From our experiment results
of Table 2 and Table 3, dense retrieval methods demonstrated their
effectiveness to some extents. Although we did not optimize the
encoder model for the submitted official runs, it still has a better per-
formance for ndcg@3 and ndcg@5 compared to the sparse method.
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Table 3: Results of Unofficial Runs

RUN nDCG@3 MRR
Part1 Part2 Fusion Part1 Part2 Fusion

ConvDR_KD 0.2414 0.2825 0.2890 0.4921 0.5447 0.5567
ConvDR_SEQ 0.3066 0.3525 0.3691 0.5979 0.6433 0.6382
org_convdr 0.361 0.505

Our fine-tuned ConvDR model has achieved competitive results for
our two unofficial runs compared to the official ConvDR run.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented our method that incorporated dense re-
trieval models into conversational search tasks for the TREC CAsT
track. The dense retrieval method adopts a dual-encoder structure
that uses a document encoder to embed each document of the cor-
pus into a d-dimensional dense vector representation and construct
an ANN index, and using a query encoder to embed each query into
the same d-dimensional dense vector. It performs retrieval based
on dot product, which can better understand user’s information
needs on a semantic level and improve search results. While our
submitted manual runs were weaker than other submitted ones,
the further experimental results of the two unofficial runs show an
effective use of multiple loss functions which can be useful for few
shot settings.
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